once visited me when he was working on his 'Lincoln'. I dressed him
up in similar style. Lloyd Lewis was there and got a good 'shot7 of us
in the artistic semi-elegant n<%lig<3. For years Carl has been trying to buy
that picture from Lloyd for fear someone will see it! Well, anyway, that is
what I have on.
Everybody wishes everybody an affectionate 'good morning' as we
finally draw up to the table.
First, we all look around and listen, then look again,
A few fresh strawberry leaves laid over them, here comes a heap of
noble Taliesin strawberries in a big old Chinese Celadon bowl The stains
of the strawberries are lovely on its cool pale-green surface. Just picked
the berries in the garden there below, dew on them, still With Devon-
shire cream perhaps?
Then some real Scotch oatmeal (Elam's)—four hours in a double boiler
—with Guernsey cream? Fresh eggs with baked bacon—ours, too: the
eggs still warm from the nest. Will you have yours, white or dark, in the
original package?
And here comes Billy with a wide old Celadon platter of fine asparagus
freshly cut—he has just this moment gathered the asparagus, You cannot
fail to observe how the colour of asparagus agrees with Celadon. Beside
each place is a tall glass of our fresh Guernsey milk—from the herd
tinkling there on the green meadow. Cold? No? All right then, hot. Comb
honey? Our own: Hans is a good bee man. As the honey is passed some-
body tells the story of Wilde's important urban lady who asked for some
more of 'that extremely delicious honey' to be passed, with the remark,
Do you know! Were I too, to live in the country, I assure you that I too,
should keep a bee P
Alec looks at me more in sorrow than in anger and I feel suitably
ashamed.
Novel jams and preserves of many novel sorts Olgivanna now presses
upon us. She made them all herself* What colour! And what flavour! We
are served by ourselves, ourselves this morning moaning Kenn, Billy, and
Kay of the Fellowship,
Naturally, steaming coffee is right there on the service table. And crisp
original-Graham toast (one side only, please) comes from the toaster
tended by Olgivanna,
After that awful break concerning the bee has somewhat evaporated,
we sit back and just enjoy being there forgiving each other everything,
Eating meanwhile with appetite „., everybody all right.
Our fast is completely broken.
There is no 'Let us then be up and doing* for us this morning.
As he begins to do the talking, Alec continues to sit with his hand on the
handle of a special coffee pot we have set beside him (no, the pot is not
Celadon nor is it distinguished) pouring out a fresh cup, now and then, (I
could hardly get a word in edgewise for three or four days even if I had
wanted to.) But I always prefer to listen to him. He is charming us one

